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UD DAY CARE CHILDREN TO MAKE TRICK-OR-TREAT ROUNDS

A morning of trick-or-treating will be held on Monday, Oct. 31 at the University of Dayton. Approximately 30 to 35 children from UD's Children's Center for Young Learners will visit a number of sites on campus, with their first stop at St. Mary Hall to see Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., UD president, at 9:30 a.m. The costumed children will also visit several classroom buildings on campus before returning to the center for lunch at 12:15 p.m. For further information on the morning's schedule, call Sister Gretchen Trautman, F.M.I., at 229-2158.

UD STUDENTS TAKE PRIDE IN CLEAN SWEEP

University of Dayton students will take brooms, rakes and trash bags in hand for the 1988 Fall Clean Sweep on Tuesday, Nov. 1. Approximately 650 students will gather at the McGinnis Center, 301 Lowes St., at 10 a.m. to set off for the neighborhood cleaning effort. Following their clean-up chores, the students will return to the McGinnis Center for prizes and refreshments. No classes will be held at UD on Nov. 1, which is All Saints Day. For more information on the Clean Sweep, contact Judy Raines at 229-2047.

TWO TEACHERS OF THE YEAR TO BE HONORED AT UD DINNER

The University of Dayton's School of Education will present two "Non-Public Teacher of the Year" awards at a dinner on Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 6:30 p.m. in the President's Dining Room in Kennedy Union on campus. Honored will be Sharon DeBrosse, elementary school teacher at St. Albert the Great School, and Betsy M. Hughes, secondary school teacher at Miami Valley School. The award, to be presented for the first time this year, is designed to honor teachers who have contributed to education in private schools, with an emphasis on community involvement. For further information, contact Mary Lou Andrews at 229-3755.

FALKE, WELSH TO DEBATE AT UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

A political debate between Montgomery County prosecutor opponents Lee Falke and Patrick J. Welsh will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the Kennedy Union Boll Theatre at the University of Dayton. The debate, sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Students and the Women's Caucus of UD School of Law, is free and open to the public. Moderator will be Charles Van Sant of WVUD-FM Radio. Panelists will be Dave Daley, Dayton Daily News; Carlos Baine, WDTN TV2; Don Mills, WHIO-TV; and Carl Day, WKEF. For more information, contact Bruce McLaughlin at 255-6111.
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